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============================================================ SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper. It provides access to the most important functions of these libraries. It is still a work in progress and will be expanded in the future. More
information on SimpleOpenNI can be found at: In this repository you will find only source files for the SimpleOpenNI libraries. New versions of the libraries are released from time to time. The most recent development version of the libraries is always available from Github. It is
recommended to always download the latest sources from Github instead of using a version file from another source. Official OpenNI & NITE documentation is available at: License: ============================================================ MIT License
Copyright (c) 2010 Laurent Stadler Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify,
merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions: The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions
of the Software. THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR
IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE. For more information check the "License" file George Osborn (ice hockey) George F. Osborn (born November 19, 1928 in Chicago, Illinois) is a retired American ice
hockey player who played in the World Hockey Association. He played with the Oakland Seals.
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----------------------- SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper designed for processing. Therefore not all functions of OpenNI are supported, it's meant more to deliver a simple access to the functionality of this library. To allow processing with SimpleOpenNI, you have to
do the following: Using SimpleOpenNI: -------------------- * Create a SimpleOpenNI object with the function SimpleOpenNI::Create or SimpleOpenNI_Create. * Try to get an OpenNI interface object with SimpleOpenNI::Acquire or SimpleOpenNI_Acquire. * Use SimpleOpenNI
functions on the interface object. Example for simple usage: --------------------------- #include "SimpleOpenNI.h" #include #include #include "SimpleOpenNI_sample.h" SimpleOpenNI simple; ONI_ERROR_CODE_RESULT_T SimpleOpenNI_ErrorsCheck (ONI_ERROR_CODE*);
ONI_ERROR_CODE_RESULT_T SimpleOpenNI_SetAr2DRef(void); void SimpleOpenNI_PutByte(char*, unsigned char, unsigned short); ONI_ERROR_CODE_RESULT_T SimpleOpenNI_GetByte (unsigned char*, unsigned short*); //example: //SimpleOpenNI_Create();
//SimpleOpenNI_Acquire(handle); //SimpleOpenNI_GetImageType(handle, SimpleOpenNI_GetImageType); //SimpleOpenNI_SetImageType(handle, SimpleOpenNI_GetImageType); //SimpleOpenNI_GetDepth(handle, SimpleOpenNI_GetDepth); //SimpleOpenNI_SetDepth(handle,
SimpleOpenNI_GetDepth); //SimpleOpenNI_Reset(handle); //SimpleOpenNI_Start(handle); //SimpleOpenNI_Stop(handle); //SimpleOpenNI_SetPixelFormat(handle, SimpleOpenNI_GetPixelFormat(handle)); //SimpleOpenNI_GetPixelFormat(handle,
SimpleOpenNI_GetPixelFormat(handle)); //SimpleOpenNI_SetColor(handle, SimpleOpenNI_GetColor(handle)); //SimpleOpenNI_GetColor(handle, SimpleOpenNI_GetColor(handle)); //SimpleOpenNI_SetScale(handle, SimpleOpenNI_Get 09e8f5149f
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--------------------------------------- SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper for the iPhone and iPad. It allows you to grab all data provided by your OpenNI and NITE device, and processes it for you. SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper designed for
processing. Therefore not all functions of OpenNI are supported, it's meant more to deliver a simple access to the functionality of this library. SimpleOpenNI Description: --------------------------------------- SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper for the iPhone and iPad.
It allows you to grab all data provided by your OpenNI and NITE device, and processes it for you. SimpleOpenNI Description: --------------------------------------- SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper for the iPhone and iPad. It allows you to grab all data provided by
your OpenNI and NITE device, and processes it for you. SimpleOpenNI Description: --------------------------------------- SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper for the iPhone and iPad. It allows you to grab all data provided by your OpenNI and NITE device, and
processes it for you. SimpleOpenNI Description: --------------------------------------- SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper for the iPhone and iPad. It allows you to grab all data provided by your OpenNI and NITE device, and processes it for you. SimpleOpenNI
Description: --------------------------------------- SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper for the iPhone and iPad. It allows you to grab all data provided by your OpenNI and NITE device, and processes it for you. SimpleOpenNI Description:
--------------------------------------- SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper for the iPhone and iPad. It allows you to grab all data provided by your OpenNI and NITE device, and processes it for you. SimpleOpenNI Description: --------------------------------------SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper for the iPhone and iPad. It allows you to grab all data provided by your OpenNI and NITE device, and processes it for you. SimpleOpenNI Description: --------------------------------------- SimpleOpenNI is a simple OpenNI and
NITE wrapper for the iPhone and iPad. It allows you to grab all data provided by your OpenNI and NITE device, and processes it for you. SimpleOpenNI Description: --------------------------------------- SimpleOpenNI is a simple Open
What's New In SimpleOpenNI?

--------------- SimpleOpenNI is designed to be a simple OpenNI and NITE wrapper to be able to create programs that can use OpenNI and NITE with EasyLanguage, Java, C++ and also that are compatible with SimpleOpenNI. OpenNI and NITE are libraries to read and/or write data
from a Kinect, the Microsoft Kinect device. OpenNI and NITE are great Open Source projects that provide the set of tools to read and write data from a Kinect. Basic OpenNI Functions ------------------------- The following functions are the part of OpenNI and NITE that are provided
in SimpleOpenNI. NITE Setup:: ------------ SetupNITE is the beginning of the Kinect connection to communicate with the Kinect. It's a very simple function that only outputs the NITE SDK version and the Kinect Vendor. SetupNITE just loads the NITE SDK and optionally the Kinect
Vendor. Example: The following code shows an example of how SetupNITE is used. SimpleOpenNI setup; void setup() { setup_nite(); setup_kinect(); } NITE Timestamp:: ----------------- TimestampNITE is the beginning of the NITE connection with the Kinect. You must use this
function before you can do NITE streaming. Example: SimpleOpenNI setup; void setup() { setup_nite(); setup_kinect(); } NITE Streaming:: ---------------- NITE Streaming is the function to connect to the Kinect, transmit a frame, read a frame and close the connection to the Kinect.
Example: SimpleOpenNI setup; void setup() { setup_nite(); setup_kinect(); } void frameReceived() { // NITE Streaming; } void frameLost() { // NITE Streaming; } void niteError() { // NITE Streaming; } NITE Vendor ID:: ---------------- VendorNITE is the vendor ID of the Kinect,
which is a very critical information when using NITE, you should not use the vendor ID for Kinect 1
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System Requirements For SimpleOpenNI:

- Windows 10, Windows 8.1 and Windows 7 64-bit - Minimum 2GB of RAM (6GB recommended) - 1.5GB of hard disk space - DirectX 11 compatible video card - Internet connection for initial download - 500MB+ free space on the HD - Internet connection required Copyright
©2009 Ubisoft. All Rights Reserved. Assassin’s Creed is a trademark of Ubisoft. Ubisoft, the Ubisoft logo, and all Ubi-related game titles, are trademarks of Ubisoft. All other trademarks
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